2019

COMPLIANCE
CALENDAR FOR
401(k) PLANS
Complimentary retirement
plan compliance and notice
requirements calendar*
*The deadlines in this calendar are for
plans with calendar-year plan years.

JANUARY

15

Provide/Confirm prior year census
data

31

Deadline: Sending Form 1099-R to
participants who received distributions
during previous year

FEBRUARY

15

Review/Approve compliance testing
results

28

Deadline: Filing Form 1099-R with
IRS to report distributions made in
previous year Deadline for electronic filing
is March 31

APRIL

1

Deadline: Taking first required
minimum distribution (RMD) under
Internal Revenue Code (IRC) Section
401(a)(9)

15

Deadline: Contribution deadline
for deductibility for self-employed
individuals (without extension)
Deadline: Requesting automatic
extension to October 15 for individual
and corporate tax returns

MAY

Deadline: ADP/ACP test corrective
distributions to avoid excise taxes,
unless EACA for full year 2018
Deadline: Filing partnership tax
returns and contribution deadline for
deductibility (without extension) for
companies operating on calendar-year
fiscal year

Deadline: Processing corrective
distributions for IRC Section 402(g)
excesses
Deadline: Filing individual tax
returns

MARCH

15

Required: Beginning date for
participants attaining age 701 ⁄2 or
retiring after age 701 ⁄2 in prior year

JUNE

30

Deadline: processing corrective
distributions for failed ADP/ACP test
from plan with EACA without 10% excise
tax (if applicable)

Deadline: Requesting automatic
extension to September 15 for
partnership tax returns

31

Deadline: Electronic filing of Form
1099-R to report distributions made in
previous year
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JULY

OCTOBER

29

Deadline: Sending Summary of
Material Modification (SMM) (210
days after end of plan year in which the
amendment was adopted)

31

Deadline: Filing Form 5500 (without
extension)

Extended deadline: Filing Form
5500

Deadline: Filing Form 5558 to
request automatic extension of time
to file Form 5500 (2 1 ⁄2 months)

Extended deadline: Individual and/
or corporate tax returns and final
contribution deadline for deductibility for
these entities

Deadline: Filing Form 5330—Return
of Excise Taxes Related to Employee
Benefit Plans—used to report and pay
excise taxes on prohibited transactions
and excess 401(k) plan contributions that
occurred in prior year

15

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

1

AUGUST

30

Deadline: Sending annual automatic
contribution arrangement notice

Extended deadline: Filing tax
returns for partnerships
Extended deadline: Contribution
deadline for deductibility
Deadline: Distributing Summary
Annual Report (SAR) to
participants, unless deadline for Form
5500 was extended (later of nine months
after close of plan year or two months
after due date for Form 5500)

Deadline: Sending annual 401(k)
and (m) safe harbor notice
Deadline: Sending annual QDIA,
qualified default investment alternative
notice

SEPTEMBER

15

Deadline: Adopting a retroactive
amendment to correct an IRC Section
410(b) coverage or IRC Section 401(a)(4)
nondiscrimination failure

15
31

For administrative ease, a combined
notice may be provided for the above
notices
Extended deadline: Distributing
SAR to participants
Deadline: Processing corrective
distributions for failed ADP/ACP test
with 10% excise tax
Deadline: Correcting a failed ADP/
ACP test with qualified nonelective
contributions (QNECs)
Deadline: Amendment to convert
existing 401(k) plan to safe harbor
design for next plan year (provided notice
requirement is met)

*This information was created as a general guide to educate plan
sponsors, but is not intended as authoritative guidance or tax or legal
advice. The deadlines in this calendar are for plans with calendaryear plan years. Use of the information provided does not ensure
compliance with ERISA regulations. Consult your attorney or tax
advisor for specific guidance on your plan.

Deadline: Amendment to remove
safe harbor status for next plan year
Deadline: Amending plan for
discretionary changes implemented
during plan year (certain exceptions apply)

ABOUT ATLANTA RETIREMENT PARTNERS

The retirement plan you provide plays a critical role in your employees’ ability to retire. It may also help
you pursue your organizational goals, by attracting and retaining top-notch talent.
The plan should be an asset, and not a source of stress. Let us help with the design, implementation,
investment strategy, and monitoring of this important employee benefit.
We are more than investment advisors; we are facilitators, educators and optimizers. Our goal? To
ensure your employees are retirement ready.
With nearly 20 years of experience in this specialized market, Atlanta Retirement Partners has served
hundreds of employers and thousands of employees in various industries in the Southeast.
We believe there is a thoughtful way to simplify retirement and help more people retire with dignity.
At the same time, we are passionate about helping plan sponsors follow a consistent fiduciary process,
while aligning company goals with employee needs.

To learn more about planting
strong roots for a healthy
retirement, contact us today!

Securities and Retirement Plan Consulting Program advisory services offered through LPL Financial, a Registered
Investment Advisor, member FINRA/SIPC. Other advisory services offered through IFG Advisory, LLC, a registered
investment advisor. Atlanta Retirement Partners and IFG Advisory, LLC, are separate entities from LPL Financial.
This information was developed as a general guide to educate plan sponsors. It is not intended as authoritative
guidance or tax or legal advice. Each plan has unique requirements, and you should consult your attorney or tax
advisor for guidance on your specific situation.

 200 Ashford Center North,
Suite 400 Atlanta, Georgia 30338
 404.814.0141
 info@AtlantaRetirementPartners.com
 www.AtlantaRetirementPartners.com

The Financial Times 401 Top Retirement Advisors is an independent listing produced annually by the Financial Times
(September 2018). The FT 401 is based on data gathered from advisors, regulatory disclosures, and the FT’s research.
The listing reflects each advisor’s status in six primary areas: DC plan assets under management, DC plan growth
rate, specialization in DC plans, years of experience, advanced industry credentials, and compliance record. This
honor is not indicative of the advisor’s future performance. Neither the advisors nor their parent firms pay a fee to
the Financial Times in exchange for inclusion in the FT 401.
The Top DC Advisor Firms is an independent listing produced annually (September 2017) by The National
Association of Plan Advisors(NAPA) . The NAPA Top DC Advisor Firms is a compilation of leading individual advisor
firms, or teams, ranked by DC assets under advisement. This award does not evaluate the quality of services
provided to clients and is not indicative of this advisor’s future performance. Neither the advisors nor their parent
firms pay a fee to NAPA in exchange for inclusion on this list.
The PLANSPONSOR Retirement Plan Adviser of the Year includes finalists across four categories: individual, small
team, large team and mega team. Judges look for advisory practices that employ industry best practices across a
number of areas, including the implementation of auto enrollment, auto escalation and re-enrollment, especially
at higher levels than the industry norms. Advisers that are successful in the award program need to demonstrate a
commitment to outcomes-based measurement and encourage plan sponsor clients to create plans not that are just
in the best interest of the company but are in the best interest of participants. Nomination for this award does not
evaluate the quality of services provided to clients and is not indicative of future performance. Neither the advisors
nor their parent firms pay a fee to PLANSPONSOR in exchange for the Retirement Plan Adviser of the Year award.

